
Topic: SIDA meeting
Meeting Date: 5 Mar 2016
Meeting Time: 2pm to 5pm

Attendance: Jason,David,Nick,TatCheng,George,Tan,Eddy,kim,,,,,,,
Absence with apology:

Item Speaker Content ….. {Meeting Tweeter Ver 2.7 (U001R02)  }
001 System Meeting Started
002 Jason Lets start the meeting. First item is SIDA Annual return for 2015. I have created the annual 

return draft in ROS website (https://app.ros.gov.sg/). I will submit it to ROS once I get the 
additional information from one of our new committee member (XiuFeng). Once that is 
done, Tan (President) and George (Treasurer) will have to login using their Singpass account 
to do the approval. Tan and George please take note.

003 Tan OK
004 George OK
005 Jason Next, we will review our SIDA roadmap. Our current roadmap was done in 2012. It is now 

outdated and we need to create a new roadmap.
006 Jason I have made a proposal for the committee. (Explaination of "Roadmap relationship diagram" 

and "Roadmap proposal")
007 Eddy We need to raise awareness of SIDA to public. I suggest using individual inventors work to 

bring awareness to sida.
008 Jason Noted. We are trying to lauch more SI-AP Projects. Once we have some sucessful one, we 

can then use it to bring awareness to public. At this moment, we don't have any successful 
yet. The roadmap show that our first priority is Projects. Tan is trying very hard to start new 
project that let SIDA members to participate. One example is Project Trolley which we will 
talk about later in the meeting.

009 Nick We should get support from government with SIDA as a group.
010 Jason Noted. We are going to launch a initiative called FOS or Friends of SIDA. We hope to 

collaborate with IPOS. I will explain this initiative later in the meeting.
011 Jason Tat Cheng mentioned that he has some patent court case in his personal experience. I would 

hope that his experiences in this aspect can be brought to SIDA to share. Members will 
benefit from his experience.

012 Jason A request to Tat Cheng. We like to hear from you on this issue. Please let me know when you 
are ready preparing the material so that I can put it into one of our agenda in meeting.

013 TatCheng OK
014 Jason If there is no other comment for the new SIDA Roadmap, I will let everyone go back and 

think about it. I will email the proposed roadmap after this meeting.
015 Jason Next on the agenda is FOS (Friends of SIDA) and IPOS collaboration plan.
016 Jason (Presentation of FOS-IPOS)
017 Eddy I suggest to add a project evaluator/advisor committee into the last section.
018 Jason Noted. This will be our SI-AP Advisors Project Team.
019 George If we meet with IPOS, I expect IPOS to ask what successful project does sida has.
020 Jason None at this moment. We has some failed one, but we are working hard. That's why we 

need IPOS help with FOS-IPOS.
021 Jason The last section on SIDA management is to convince IPOS that we have credible people to 

oversea the FOS-IPOS collaboration. George and Kim will need to provide me with a nice 
photo and information about themselve. I already have the news article on Tan, so I'll use it 
in the presentation. George and Kim, please take note.

022 George OK
023 Kim OK
024 Jason Next I will show everyone the letter that we will write to IPOS Chief Executive Mr Tang Heng 

Shim Daren. (Review of letter)

Note: This is an approved copy. This copy will be circulated to all related SIDA members. This meeting tweeter log 
will be published in SIDA website from 15 Mar 2016 onward.
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025 Kim The last part, "detail" should be "details"
026 Jason Noted.
027 Eddy Better to change "I am writing…" to "We are writing…"
028 Jason Noted.
029 Eddy I write some suggestion and wrote it down, you may want to review it.
030 Jason OK, I'll take a look to see how to incorporate it into the letter.
031

Nick

I have a suggestion, I know of Loyang Tua Pek Kong Temple (http://lytpk.org.sg) that do 
funding for some project. They may be willing to listen to SIDA and see how we can 
collaborate. I'll dig into this and let committee know in later meeting.

032 Jason Noted.
033 Jason Next on the agenda is SIDA logo third review. (Explaination on different SIDA logo options)
034 Jason All members please review the logo options. I will call for a vote in the next meeting to 

decide if we want to stay with the old logo or proceed with a new one. 
035 Jason Next item is Project Trolley. This project was  started by Tan. It went through its initial 

evaluation and the committee find that it is not feasible. Tan has told me that he want to 
open this project for all members who are interest to join.

036 Jason Please note that this project is based on our previous experience with Project National.
037 Jason If any members want to join this project as co-inventors, please also take note that every co-

inventors will have to contribute money as funding to run the project.
038 Jason (Explaination on Project Trolley, SI-AP Model #003A Version 1.0 and its accounting example)

039 Nick The model need to have a mechanism to stop too many member to join a project.
040

Jason

The inventors of this project has the choice to decide who can join. This will put a limit to 
stop too many members from joining. At this moment in time, we should not see this 
problem yet.

041 Nick The model another mechanism to kick out member in a project if they don't contribute.
042 Jason Noted.
043 Jason Project Trolley is now open to all SIDA members. If anyone is interested to join, please let 

me know before 26 Mar 2016.
044 Jason Last item is of SI-AP System. (Presentation on SI-AP System version 1.0)
045 Jason Any comment ?
046

Nick
My experience with patent is that it is better to assign a patent to a registered company in 
Singapore. 

047 Jason Noted.
048 Jason If there is no other comment, I will attach SI-AP System version 1.0) in the next email. Please 

let me know before 26 Mar 2016. After that this become official and I will put it up in our 
website.

049 Jason There is no more topic to discuss and I now declare the end of this meeting. If any of you is 
interested, you can stay back for Invention Gossip. I will  show three new inventions in the 
market taken from YouTube.

050 Jason (Invenion Gossip: Tensile Tent, PatchNride, ZipGripGo)
051
052
053
054
055
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